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Editors’ Welcome
It’s nearly Halloween (how did that happen) but this month’s newsletter
doesn’t contain tricks, just plenty of treats!
We’ve got updates from events in the South-East and London, as well as news of
exciting partnerships in Northern Ireland (giving our members some awesome
networking opportunities).
David Savage,
Newsletter Editor, PMI UK Chapter

We then have two pieces of insight, one on the dangers of procrastination (a
very real threat), and one celebrating 10 years of ‘The Lazy Project Manager’.
Two rather complementary articles.

Finally, there are a couple of events to look forward to, and Synergy is just
around the corner. So… despite the gathering darkness of the evenings and the persistent rain, there is a lot to look
forward to!
Please do keep your submissions coming, it’s great to hear how much good activity there is going on across the chapter.
Thanks
Dave
david.savage@pmi.org.uk
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Who’s who?
Board Members
Chris Field Chapter President - chris.field@pmi.org.uk
Ciaran Smith Chapter Vice President - ciaran.m.smith@pmi.org.uk
Alla Antoniuk Director of Marketing - alla.antoniuk@pmi.org.uk
Franco Guarella Director of Branches - franco.guarrella@pmi.org.uk
Joanna Newman Head of Chapter Operations - joanna.newman@pmi.org.uk
Henry Gibbins Commercial Director - henry.gibbins@pmi.org.uk
Amgad Badewi Director of Finance - amgad.badewi@pmi.org.uk
Marco Bocci Director of Membership - marco.bocci@pmi.org.uk
Himanshu Jain Director of Outreach - himanshu.jain@pmi.org.uk
Vijaya Avula Director of Professional Development - vijaya.avula@pmi.org.uk

Chris Field,
President

Anca Popa Director of Volunteering - anca.popa@pmi.org.uk

Regional Chairs
Aberdeen and Surrounding Areas Rob Rothwell

South West England & Wales Chris Wainwright

North West England Garry Pammant

Glasgow and Surrounding Areas Ian Wotherspoon

London and Surrounding Areas Luca Giraudo

North East England David Bewick

South East of England (Brighton) Michel Thiry

Midlands Shashin Ruparel

Northern Ireland Ariadna Groberio

South of England (Basingstoke) Franco Guarrella

Yorkshire and Humber Dan Auld
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An update on chapter activity!
Prioritisation and Procrastination:
How to develop and maintain positive habits
A mixed audience were captivated on the 11th of September and the 7th of October by interactive content
presented at the PMI UK Chapter evening events. Thanks to our wonderful hosts (Enprogetti in Basingstoke, and
Reply Ltd in London) the members had two fantastic evening sessions with the outstanding life coach and author
Dee Burrowes. Franco Guarrella, Emmanuele Monaldi and Luca Giraudo managed the evenings which also provided
an opportunity for networking in an informal setting.
Both large and small projects are delivered by people, therefore their wellbeing is essential for the successful management
of roles and responsibilities needed to complete any project. Dee’s presentation addressed one common but important
issue that we face regularly: prioritisation. The difficult decision that sits between work tasks and daily life commitments;
you plan to take up football but there is always one more report to write. We are professionals at making excuses about
why some things are more important than others, but life balance requires time for the tasks important in our daily lives
too.
Dee’s presentation involved the audience with ways to implement and establish positive habits. Procrastination is a
challenge that many people cannot avoid and results in a downward spiral of emotions that causes a snowball effect.
Research shows we possess a very limited amount of willpower, that drains throughout the day regardless of what we are
involved with, so we need to ask ourselves, ‘How can we create a positive attitude with daily habits?’. We are creatures of
habit but by making small changes to our daily life, mindset and crafting positive habits, we can become more balanced
and eventually efficient for ourselves and our colleagues.
Dee Burrowes, BA HONS, PGDIP, PGCE, MBA, is a Certified Professional Coach, Speaker and trained teacher with a strong
background in strategic and organisational planning, analytical and logical thinking, optimising team potential whilst
proactively developing new business strategies and ideas.
Her mission is to help individuals to unleash their full potential. Dee has written articles published globally both online
and in the printed media and she is on the planning committee for the PMI UK first Awards in November 2019.
Dee can be contacted at coachdeeburrowes@gmail.com
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New PMI official partners announced in Northern Ireland
The PMI is delighted to announce Glandore Belfast has
officially partnered with PMI Northern Ireland. Glandore
Belfast is a fantastic venue where events are held with superb
networking, as well as hosting a number of offices and top
professionals.
Glandore treats the companies and individuals that we house as
their own, with a mission to create a dynamic, supportive and
friendly community in which every individual and company can
grow.
PMI Northern Ireland has a schedule of exciting events in
Glandore, with special thanks to Mr. Nial Borthistle and Nicola
Woods. https://glandore.co/location/arthur-house/?utm_
source=mybusiness&utm_medium=organic
Visit Belfast is also an official partner of PMI Northern Ireland
and will be present at Synergy in Belfast, offering full support for attendees who want to know more about Belfast and
Northern Ireland. https://visitbelfast.com
Another strong partner supporting PMI NI is Women in Business (WIB), the largest and fastest-growing business
network for female entrepreneurs and business leaders in Northern Ireland. WIB will be on the Synergy Stage
represented by Lesley McGrogan, who’s presentation will certainly add a large number of women, professionals, and
entrepreneurs to proceedings. https://www.womeninbusinessni.com/Home.aspx
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Insight from our contributors
The Lazy Project Manager - a celebration!
In September 2009 a new, and some would say quite unusual (others would
suggest a totally weird), book about project management was released on the
unsuspecting world. It was called ‘The Lazy Project Manager’.
This was at a time when all project management books seemed to be written from
a world of delivery perfection and were, if we are all honest, a tiny bit dull.
Becoming an Amazon #1 bestseller and a massive world-wide success (in the world
of project management; we are not talking Harry Potter here) the work, by author
Peter Taylor, explores the concept of ‘productive laziness’ or working smarter and
not harder.
Aided by Italian economists, Monty Python, Field Marshalls in the Prussian army and dinosaurs (of course) the book was
a ground-breaking work incorporating humour, brevity and honesty and has sold in its thousands around the world.
It is now the 10th Anniversary of ‘The Lazy Project Manager’ and, if you haven’t read it yet then you really should.
Since 2009 Peter has delivered over 350 presentations in 25 countries and doesn’t plan on stopping there. Based on
his experience, and in response to many questions from his 80,000 audience attendees over the years, Peter has also
created a ‘Presentation Skills’ training experience.
We aren’t born to be professional level presenters but through this entertaining and educational program the ‘rights’
and ‘wrongs’ of good presentations are explored, along with a ‘how to prepare’ for that all-important event. With a
few simple lessons taught through the very medium of ‘presentation’ the audience will take away some great ideas for
improving their own technique; ‘death by PowerPoint’ is definitely not the outcome.

1
Know what’s ‘good’ you have all sat through many
bad presentations therefore you
instinctively know what ‘good’
should be - so don’t replicate
the ‘bad’

5
Consider risks what could go wrong
and how will you deal
with this - after all,
everyone wants a good
presentation experience

2
Know your audience
- everyone sat looking

5
tips for great
presentations
include:

4
Engage, entertain and
inform but don’t overwhelm the
audience with data - and use
less words and more images

at you is not there for
the same reason - so
think about who is there
and why, and then adapt
your content accordingly

3
Control your time nobody ever complained about a
presentation ending early but all
of us have wished a presentation
would finally come to close when
it has reached the allotted
time slot

To celebrate the 10th anniversary of his book and journey over the last 10 years, Peter is offering all readers the chance
to get a free eBook copy of ‘The Lazy Project Manager’. So, if you haven’t read it yet or you want to share it with all of
your project colleagues, then Peter would be delighted to send you an eBook – just contact him through LinkedIn or by
email.
And if you have an interest in presentation skills training then contact Peter today quoting ‘PMI UK Leader’ and you can
get 20% off the presentation skills program for you and your team members.
www.thelazyprojectmanager.com
peter.b.taylor@btinternet.com
About the author: Peter was writing for the newsletter following his presentation which is now available on the
Digital Events Team pages.
For more info about our webinars and digital events please contact Merv Wyeth merv@amplify-now.co.uk
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Creating Deliberate Success
As a project manager who spends a lot of time creating value, I often come across the conundrum of how to
measure success. This is especially true in times of transition when projects are handed over or more often when
changing the management of the project.
For the naysayers in the industry, quite often project distress or success is announced during this transition, followed
hastily with opposing campaigns and discovery of disconnected understanding of the measure of success. The current
dialogue around HS2, Crossrail is a reflection of this pattern.
Long dialogues have been written on why; when given the same environment and opportunity some projects are seen to
succeed while some, do not. The quality of project leadership is often blamed or rewarded depending on how success is
perceived or marketed (yes! I am talking about spin doctors). Sometimes very successful and celebrated project leaders
become overnight pariahs in this diatribe of competing dialogues.

However, the holistically successful projects seem to have a common thread. They have nailed a broad and rich
answer to the challenging question; ‘what is the meaning of success?’ at the start of the mission. They also
continually enrich and develop this picture throughout the project journey. They have created this comprehension
through spending a little time (or a lot...) deliberating about success. Recognising the granular and diverse nature
of success from the ground up to the big picture; writing it out in an unambiguous level of detail, appreciating
the emotive and factual measures; but more importantly debating and discussing a common, un-veneered
cognisance of the multi layered nature of success. An understanding that confirms the multidimensional nature of
achievement; irrespective of how simple or mundane our initial vision may seem to be.

For projects that are seen to fail, this rich texture of success measurement is often cast aside, against a simpler
2-dimensional monochromatic appraisal of project accountancy or what can be easily quantified. Often not because of
carelessness, but due to uninformed pressure and reductionist approach to simplifying communications in a complex
stakeholder environment to an unsophisticated vocabulary of time or money.
This reductionist approach to communication, the oversimplification of complex dependencies and the constant desire
to talk at a macro level suffocates the rich dimensions of innovation, economic and social benefits, skills, experience.
Dimensions that really matter and hold a steady guide rail to holistic success.
For managers and stakeholders seeking this elusive richly textured success it demands a ‘deliberate’ (as in focussed) effort
and recognition. It demands an enormous endeavour built with zest, blood, sweat and tears. Most importantly it requires
commitment to a plan which is ‘deliberate about success’ and a definition of success which is deliberated.
About the author: Saurabh Bhandari is a Project Principal for Mott MacDonald with experience leading and
directing projects across a number of sectors.
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Finally… Get involved in activities!
Mentoring Update
A soft-skills workshop entitled ‘Having Responsible Conversations’ is being held on November 6th from 6pm to
8pm, and is an extension to the Responsible Project Management event on 6th November: https://pmi.org.uk/
events/event-registration/london/pmi-london-event-manifesto-for-responsible-project-management-6thnovember-2019
Similar to mentoring, implementing ‘Responsible Project
Management’ will require enhanced capabilities to
communicate and influence others. Facilitated by experienced
project manager and professional coach, Dr Shirley
Thompson, this workshop will engage project managers in
discussing and practising the effective communication skills
needed to be objective, yet influence the thoughts of others.
The workshop is suitable for all professionals involved in
delivering all types of projects, but focuses on influential
behaviour with any stakeholder, including supporting others’
development through mentoring. The event will include a
brief introduction to the PMI UK mentoring programme to
cover the soft skills expected of mentors and mentees.

Westminster University November 6th

The next formal introduction to the PMI UK mentoring is available by webinar on 23rd October at 7pm. (It gives
an introduction to the scheme and outline expectations.) Any prospective or current mentors/mentees are
welcome to join. Please email shirley.thompson@pmi.org.uk your interest in either event.
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Synergy Northern Ireland
Ricardo Vargas is Synergy’s keynote speaker of the evening in Northern Ireland Synergy.
Ricardo is a renowned author of several books and former PMI Latin America President and
Executive Director of the Brightline™ Initiative.
The conference of the year will take place on November 27th at The Mac in the iconic Cathedral
Quarter in central Belfast and promises to be a memorable event due to the PMI’s 50th anniversary
event and after party.
Synergy will also bring together big names such as Peter Glynne, Microsoft executive in Dulin, Lesley McGrogan WIB
Business Director Louise Brogan and vibrant presence at Enactus Queens University Belfast. The Synergy stage itself
will also feature a guest-starring Alastair Cameron, founder of Startarcus and Head of Startup Programs, who will be
conducting the Conference presentation.
Ariadna Groberio, Chair of PMI Northern Ireland and Project Management Specialist is delighted to have such significant
names speaking at Northern Ireland Synergy. It underlines the importance of PMI to students, professionals, academics;
especially those in attendance.

November 27th at The Mac in the iconic Cathedral Quarter in central Belfast
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